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"The free press is the leader of our society. The teacher of the masses is the teacher of the free press. He should be freed from the shackles of ill-informed public opinion. He is hindered in his task by the restrictions of former times impressed on him by a 19th-century agrarian society."

*Goethe: Letter to Eckermann, 1828*
QUOTE - APPROPRIATE - WAR & M.C. (CASTLE)

DEAN OF CANTERBURY - REV. HENRY ALFORD:

DENOUNCED THE U.S. FOR: "IT'S WICKED AND
FUTILE MAINTENANCE OF THE MOST CREDIBLE
AND UNPRINCIPLED WAR IN THE HISTORY OF THE WORLD."

THAT WAS - 1863 - TURING A.B.F. - WAR - ENDED SLAVERY.

8. SEN. FULGERI: "IT IS TRUE THAT "NEW YORK" THE HOSPITALITY

"MY HOME."

AND NOT ONE IS A TRUE "COMMUNIST" BUT

OTHERWISE HAVE DONE EXACTLY WHAT THEY WANT

AND IN THESE 2 CITIES, WE WANT TO

OVERCOME THE VICTORY OVER THE DICTATOR

RELIGIOUS LIVES WITH THEM IN PEACE.

10. CHINESE PROVERB: "THE BEGINNING OF WISDOM IS TELLING THINGS

BY THEIR RIGHT NAME."
"We will never get anywhere with our finances till we pass a law saying that everybody not appropriate something we got to pass another bill along with it stating where the money is coming from.

"You are sentenced to prison as long as it's made compatible for you & you desire to remain. In other words, you will have your punishment for suffering."

"The law is to read something and you can't understand it, you can be sure it was written by a lawyer. They..."
If you give it to another lawyer to read, he can't know just what it means; then you can be sure it was drawn by a lawyer. If it is in a few weeks and it is plain understandable, why one way it was written by a non-lawyer?

* Even though a lawyer wrote something, he is not writing for for the court; he's writing so another lawyer of his craft can make a living out of trying to figure out what he said. In some parts he didn't really need anything, that's what makes it hard to explain.

* Even when you make a tip return on the back, didn't know if you are a crook or a rainy.

---
Of the several factors, one of the most
important academic accomplishments affecting the
arm. agmt.

The majority of the agmt.

origins of intervention is that the

induced movement in an arm. agmt. by an

organizer (i.e., movement in the US).

In the 1934 report: "A dying Society must

be completely destroyed and all of us, including the

owners, must be subjected to a large degree of

control."
"The Lord bless thee and keep thee. The Lord make his face shine upon thee and be gracious unto thee. The Lord lift up his countenance upon thee and give thee peace."

"The Lord be with thee, and with thy spirit."
for the assembly was confused; & the more part knew not where for. They went come together.

1. Then shall love the Lord, thy God, with all thy heart, with all thy soul & with all thy mind — this is the first & great commandment.

2. And shall love thy neighbor as thyself.

On these 2 commandments hang all the law & the prophets.

1. Thess. 3:10

If anyone does not want to work, then he should not eat either.

D. T. ELILY
BASTIAT 12/2/1874

When the people are encouraged to turn to govt to solve all of their problems for them, the basis of all revolution is thereby established. For then the people expect the govt. to provide them with all the material things they want. And when these things are not forthcoming they resort to violence to get them. Why not, then, govt. itself has told them that these irresponsibly belong to govt. rather than to them? I am convinced that the use would not be possible, if the only relation between govt. and people was to guarantee them their
liberty or security."
CICERO - 44 B.C. - "QUO VADIS?": "The great affairs of life are
not performed by physical strength or activity, or
ministeries of body, but by deliberation, character,
expression of opinion. Of these old age is not only not
refined, but as a rule, has therein a greater degree.
"Had there not been older men to endure the damage
done by the young, there would be no state."
429 B.C. - SENECA (philosopher): "Man is dragged by fate
for it is change, it's change, it's single minded dedication to
themselves not city who are aware: efficient, instrument
of man. They are learned in law and efficient no contact
with the outside world, they are wise."
"They had resolved with determinate issue
A remonstrant success to found, which had
Due to fore baffle the capacity of the most
Enlightened Nats. They had culminated, a sight of
Fed. govt. which judiciously varied. Not from
Yet respected for. liberty & authority & they
had founded it on the merit of equity
without surrendering the securities of property &
freedom."

John Cotten 17th Century
Let all the world learn to give mental
man no greater power than they are content they
shall use - for use it they will ?

Now, when the courts act. Their will for that of the
legis. appealing to what ought to be law when they
can find no law of what ought to be the court.
when that document itself gives not the
slightest justification for arresting the new
fraction. Then we have reached the end of
the road.

* Charity often consists of a generous impulse to
give away some thing we don't want.
Quot: Dr. Alex Fraser Tytler on Athens - U.S. Pres 50 Yes. Ago.

"A Union cannot exist as a form of govt. It can only exist until the voices discovered they can vote themselves charged out of the public treasury. From that moment on the majority always votes for the cause, promising the most benefits from the public treasury with the result that union always collapses ever a brutal policy always to be followed by a dictatorship." (He was writing about the fall of Athens more than 2,000 Yes. ago)
"A Rev. is taking place which will have people dependent on government. If income were rising, prices were falling, finding jobs and finding employment, Kent would not be in such desperate straights. Just in different pay a bounty on slaves. Those who look into American on these foundations do not lack humanity but are influenced by the belief that the result of such measures will be to deprive the people of character and life."
Aristotle: In seeking glory expect the树立 of stand.

C. - Do not wish the decision that your advancement is accomplished by counting others.

Plato: So that, in the light of the direction and direction of endeavor in the pursuit of consequence, anything else is criticism from justice.

Confucius: The foundation of true joy is in the content.

Confucius: The superior man sees what is right, the inferior one sees what is profitable.

Confucius: The successful approach: The light that does not act to help, the man cannot make it happen.
CALIF. LABOR R. SEE GOV. QUOTE JACK HEUNING BRIEF.-ARP-ClO

"Within the first 2 yrs., Gov. R. has signed bills increasing soc. ins. benefits for injured and unemployed Calif. workers by more than $66 mil.

to Gov. J. P. or D. and... in the rest of Calif. had ever done anything like that." (March 1974
Bakersfield Californian)
Aristotle: "Wanting, wanting, wanting..."

...and a virtue of responsibility on the part of those who are in the East Coast for liberty without responsibility at the expense of others.

* Soundly by J. H. Holland: "Wanted"

And give us men! A people like the people living
with, great hearts, true spirits, and ready hands;
then whom the least of office does not fail! Men
whom the spirit of office cannot shatter; men who
possess opinions & a will; men who have shown;
men who will not lie; men who can stand
to the demagogue, and on this Tocquevillian
heritage without mincing. Talk men, punctual,
who live above the fog in private duty & in private
thinking. For while the rabble with their small
own needs, their large professions, and their civics
dwells in twilight in debatable state, the Freedom reigns
Wrong rules the land, & writing justifies shops.
* SUN 720 2500 YRS, AGO. * Amongst only few remains of this instrument which achieved the Confo de Groot & an army already defeated by three, after which separated the army from his allies, completed his officers, speed
menacing right. I earnestly assured his utmost endeavors. — Winning 106 victories in 103 battles is not the scene of blood — to assume the reign without frightly as the scene of blood.

Parliament Chant — I have not conceived my mission to be that of a straight event connecting everyone to deliver parties from difficult situations. My humble occupation has been to show people how they solve their own difficulties.

My work will be finished if I succeed in removing conviction to the human family, that every woman, however weak in body, is the guardian of her or her self respect & liberty. .. This charge carries though the whole world may be against the inaudible country.
We have recently had in this country to affect 2 grantees—ordinary official grant, elected by the people, but also
opposed to this act as being a "misprision" in the old sense. But
a kind of count grant, it seems the Regina of the
official grant, is subject to many more of the Commons—
legal or illegal to frustrate its purposes. This count grant
as in the case of Ireland, demands the right to decry
secretnoments on its own say so. To a man like Tom
Ward, who is a count of Poor Britain of the count grant:
Ward is a man unearnest. The count grant, celebert
the parts of its base who write they don't like a man
fairly get asked to look at it in its nature for anxiety
and in the spirit of its anxious to know it. The
count grant accepts it's claims to have a diff. foreign
party from that of the reg. grant. The count grant, has
It can be said that even in our current state of economic growth, through the rise of emerging economies like China and India, the global economy remains in flux. With the end of the 20th century and the beginning of the 21st, we are witnessing the emergence of new economic powers and the growing importance of emerging markets. The new economic landscape is characterized by increased globalization and the rise of emerging economies, which has led to a new economic order. This order is marked by increased interdependence, with emerging powers playing a significant role. The result could be a new age of predictability. The change to the new world is not a mere rearrangement. The change is a realignment of the world in a lack of unity or cohesion to be felt for another 200 yrs.
QUOTED LICKER 1503 BC. KING TONGBEE

"We are faced with an endless variety - in our income and expenditure - of our land & property - not only for these creatures who do not deserve the name of men - for foreign nations who wish to us to accept our religion - I promise to assist in keeping the peace - these minor civil nations who will do away with when not observed, moment of weakness - on when the treacher is weak - clearly it is necessary here - were they treated with charity. This is how they would not ask for our good - they hate a foreigner and - to who shall say we are worthy of more?"
Someday "Moscow Thr. w. BE A SQ. NAMED AFTER ALEX. SOLZHENITSYN.

* A.T. DESCRIBED AS "THE FATHER OF NIELSEN'S METHOD" CONTINUING THE STAND & THE THOUGHT OF HANS W. C. COTSCHEI, CUMING UP...
In one city we have struck the stage of the city of
infancy, we have been lusted for plague, and we've
been lusted for the city of the future. But in one
city we have never had anyone as peculiar, as
peculiar, as peculiar, as so full of chocolate by
Otto & the L.A. Flores.
The one blot on the rear of the L.A. The
one minute when you city is Kansas-Hayes &
the L.A. Flores.
This is the site in terrible dementia, with gorgeous
heart and cutting brain, grinning at our
way.
attempt at reform, & chattering away in
infatuated rage while he goes down to his
full grave in smouldering infamy."

* S. D. LORR: "It's not reform we're after, it's
the destruction of your eternally rotten
society - a god-forsaken land that
feast."  

* SENECA: "He who knows not parts to sail
for friends nor finds favorize."

* AESOP: "Bad as any ghost, may be it is seldom
more than a shadow."
You who are mere creatures cannot change the infallible, unchangeable laws of heaven. They did not begin today or yesterday, but they are everlasting, and none can fill the hole that saw their birth. I would not, from fear of any human power, incur the God-instituted penalty of disobeying divine law.

Wm. Penn.

If men will not be governed by God (that is, be honest, truthful, upright, fair and just to all) then they must be governed by tyrants.

Darl. Webster

Held on my Armist 8/19 Sec. of the U.S. of Am. 95
The Report, for which it stands, is not certain. What has happened once in 6000 years may never happen again. Hold on to your coat, for if the coat shall fall there will be anarchy throughout the world.

THOMAS MACAULAY

The measure of a man's real character is what he would do if he knew he would never be found out.

MARCUS ANTONIUS

Look well into thyself; there is a source which will always spring up if thou wilt always search there.
Sen. Benjamin Harvey Hill - 18 Jan. 1867

"I do not dread these corporations as instruments of power to destroy this country, because there are a 1000 agencies which can regulate, restrain and control them; but there is a corp. no more old

...read, that corp. is the Fed. Govt.

From the suggestion of this corp. There can be no safety, if it is allowed to go beyond the boundaries, the well-defined limits of its power. I dread nothing so much as the exercise of unprecedented & unlimited power by the Govt. It is..."
In my opinion the danger of dangers to the future of this country yet we be sure we keep it always within its limits. If this great ambition, they ever grow too fast it will be oppressed. Who shall check it? If it becomes unwise, who shall control it? If it becomes unjust, who shall trust it? Ascent to the country's watch tower, Seneca to teach you to watch, and guard with sleepless dread that calf which can make all property or hope. It's political in an hour, it's victims forever. Regulation once imposed, are never withdrawn but usually make things worse.
Lorie E. Walter "I love this land."

I may inhabit worlds in tune to come of finer substance, born of farther suns;

A greater glory I may one day see,

but oh today, dear earth, how I love thee.

Sydney Smith - In a life of study, every now and then be completely idle - do nothing at all.

Oliver Goldsmith - There is an unfeeling pleasure attending the life of the voluntary student.

Aristotle - To be is the best provision for old age.
F.D.R. 1935-

The Fed. Court. must & shall quit this line of relief. Continued depression upon relief reduces a spiritual & moral disintegration, fundamentally destructive to the national fiber. To do out relief in this way is to administer a narcotic, a slow destruction of the human spirit.
For Pitts 4/19-1932

An effort of this sort must. Credit has been

taken to finance the deficit. Certainly deficits

are justified. But our banks are financing

their unprecedented deficits and that the

bond is boring their resources.

All this is highly undesirable and wholly

necessary. It arises from our earlier and

that of the unknown bond. And the continued

failure of that scheme. To take effective steps

to correct it. If that bond which has fully &

soundly embodied in 1929 as it could have
Some, some of the 1921 collapse would have been avoided. Even if it had been balanced in 1931 as it could have been, much of the deficit of 1932 would have been averted.

Would it not be infinitely better to clean this entire surplus of obscurity - to present the facts squarely to the Cay. and the people of the U.S. & secure the one sound foundation of permanent & security - a complete & honest balance of the Fed. Bank.
“Despite the differences between the stages of comm., & soc., the soul of any hard exists between them. Comm. grows from soc. It is its quiet continuation.”

RH career - Soc. sends a blood relationship with comm. But it is truth a blood spring of the state with the ‘law’.

Gus Hall - Funeral Oration of for Eugene Dennis Comm. Party Feb. 4. "A summit of the hour when the last Congressman is attempted to death on the quiet..."
of the last freedom—and since the Christians seem to love to sing about the blood, why not give them a little of it? Let the Thugs of their children to drown them over the burning beach, and the pitiful and allow them to drown in their own blood, and then see whether they enjoy singing these hymns.”
"It is not indeed consistent with reason or justice to expect that one set of men should make a sacrifice of property, domestic ease & happiness encountered, the rigors of the field, the fatigue & insecurity of war, to obtain those blessings which every citizen will enjoy in common with them without some compensation."

"If any body of people are allowed to go unpunished to raise & support any law, all law & order would soon vanish."

"We must make war on piracy with zealous"
Frisco or Frankness. But must strike a blow that cannot be ignored—yet once!

* DINNER AT Mt. VERNON. LAFAYETTE TO WASH., "There are times in war to sleep. In the calmest times have a single friend, you are happy. Give your confidence. Why is it?"

"Oh, there is freedom there is space for a man to be alone. I think there are friends who can each take nothing but affection."

* "Freedom from want must very be interpreted as freedom from the necessity to sit down.

PATRICK HENRY:

* "Perfect freedom is not to the health and liberty of both armies and citizenship. But both will have freedom concurrently or neither will have it at all."

* I have no right to determine the direction of the course that which falls over my shoulder from the feet."
The President is usually in his turn of finding the true facts for Congress & correct action by the \textit{advisors} of power, imposed on him by a force, & determined for an end of saving ourselves & our remain from the centers of power."

* W. Q. 

*Only the President, because he is the chief executive, is in a point to form all the facts. Only the President, and his advisors are in a point to weigh all the facts, in the peace that can keep the country."


* Also, Hamilton.

It will be of little avail to the people that they should be made by men of their own choice of the laws, if these laws be so framed as that they cannot be understood, or so complex that they cannot be uniformly applied. If they
"The greatest danger is that the decision will be regulated more by the corporation's strategy of publicity than by a real demonstration of innocence or guilt."

- A.H., 1789 on impeachment.
The statesman who should attempt to direct private fortune in what manner they ought to employ their capital would not only load himself with a most unnecessary caution, but assume an authority which could be safely bestowed, not only on no single person but on no council or body, whatever and which would moreover be so dangerous as in the hands of a man who had the gold. A presumption enough to fancy himself fit to exercise it.
If, by the terms of the treaty,
A perfect security with regard to frontiers, to
safety and multitudes, to trade and property, and to
the present and future peace, a moral, religious, and:
desirable, appointment, such as the enemy
of all complacency, squelch, the
They pull down what is above, They never make what is below;
They acquire how to lower together, beneath the
level of what was originally the lowest.
I pledge myself to rally the masses to defend the Soviet U.S.S.R., the land of pioneering socialism. I pledge myself to remain at all times a vigilant & firm defender of the banner line of the party, the only line that ensures the triumph of Soviet power in the U.S. I mean: "Be prepared to resist to every possible starvation, thirst or illegal device to conceal the truth" — "It would not matter if 3/4 of the human race perished; the important thing is that
The remaining 26 comments.

PRAVDA! "The world-wide nature of our common

problem is not mere talk but all encompassing.

And where is the reality?"

STALIN: "Words must have no relation to actions.

Otherwise, what kind of diplomacy is it? Words

are one thing, actions another. Good words are a

shark for conversion of deeds. Hence diplomacy

is no more possible than any truck or wooden iron."

KHRUSHCHEV: "We must realize that we cannot co-exist

eternally, for a long time... one of us must go to his

ground. The Americans and the West do not want to

go to their grave, either so what can be done?

We must push them to their grave?"
Quoted

Mark Twain: "I am different from Washington. He couldn't tell a lie — I can but I won't."

Cal Coolidge: "Nothing I never said ever did me any harm."

Rex Lachmere: "He looked at me as if I were nuts with he hadn't ordered."